
Production: 
336 Cases

Fruit: 
100% Estate grown fruit, produced and bottled at 

Larkmead Vineyards

Varietal Composition:
100% Cabernet Sauvignon

Aging: 
Aged for 20 months in 75% new 

French oak barrels 
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Wi n e m a k e r  N o t e s :

 Our second Solari Reserve bottling is a natural successor to the acclaimed 
2001 debut, adding an additional layer of intensity and structure to our wonderful 
2002 Estate Cabernet blend. The product of a near-perfect growing season, we can 
see the pedigree of the Estate’s oldest vines in the wine’s balance of richness, power 
and length.

 A dense purple color precedes soaring aromatics of pure cassis, graphite 
and Asian spice. The wine’s striking purity of ripe fruit is immediately apparent on 
the palate, with flavors of black raspberry liqueur and créme de cassis, supported 
by complex notes of dark licorice and bitter chocolate. The wine’s multi-layered 
texture and dense, sweet tannin profile glide across the mid-palate creating a sense 
of seamless integration of all components.

 Decant for an hour in its youth to experience the wine’s full range of flavors. 
This large-scaled wine will further concentrate for 5 years in bottle and hold for a 
decade.

- Andy Smith, Winemaker

 “Absolutely compelling, the magnificent 2002 Cabernet Sauvignon Solari 
Reserve boasts a fabulous bouquet of lead pencil shavings, creme de cassis, spring 
flowers, graphite and a hint of toast.

 One of Napa Valley’s most hallowed vineyards, with a history dating back 
to the 1800s, is Larkmead. I have been raving about these wines over the last decade, 
but I am not sure they are on Cabernet lovers’ radar to the extent they merit. Their 
performance with age only reinforces what a great site this valley floor north of St. 
Helena and south of Calistoga is.”

- 100 Points, Robert Parker, The Wine Advocate, Issue 201, 6-30-12
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